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ABSTRACTIn this paper we present an agent-based simulation of pe-destrian dynamis based on ellular automata models. Dif-ferently from the ellular automata, our model representsdi�erent pedestrian harateristis: gender, speed, room ge-ometry knowledge, and herding and obstale avoidane be-havior. We study how di�erent room geometries, di�erentpedestrian groups sizes and harateristis in�uene the pe-destrian dynamis and the marosopi behavior of the sys-tem. With this agent-based approah we expet to obtainmore realisti results than the ases where the pedestriansare uniformly modeled. Our analysis indiates that pedes-trian groups with di�erent features ontribute in di�erentways to the marosopi behavior.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsI.2.11 [Arti�ial Intelligene℄: Distributed Arti�ial In-telligeneIntelligent agents, Multiagent systems
General TermsHuman Fators
KeywordsAgent-Based Modelling, Pedestrian Dynamis Simulation
1. INTRODUCTIONModeling and simulating pedestrian dynamis is more om-plex than simulating vehiles. Computer simulations of pe-destrian dynamis are able to show a high number of har-ateristis that exist in the real world and ontribute for abetter understanding of basi pedestrian tra� priniples.This way, researhers an explore the e�ets of new tra�rules, hanges in rooms geometry and exit paths avoidingdangerous and expensive experiments.
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In lassial models suh as ontinuous and ellular au-tomata all pedestrians are modeled uniformly, disregardingnotable pedestrian di�erenes. In this paper we propose anagent-based modelling that represents di�erent pedestrianharateristis: gender, speed, room geometry knowledge,herding behavior, obstale avoidane behavior, et.
2. RELATED WORKThe three lasses of models for pedestrian dynamis � on-tinuous, agent-based, and ellular automata based � repre-sent important pedestrian dynamis features and eah hasits own harateristis, as well as advantages and disadvan-tages. In ontinuous models [2℄, pedestrians behavior isrepresented by di�erential equations desribing their move-ment and pedestrian are treated as partiles a�eted by re-pulsion and attration fores. This approah is suessfulwhen simulating pedestrian dynamis and spae-time self-organized patterns, suh as lane formations and osillationson bottleneks. Regarding ellular automata models(CA), in [1℄ pedestrians have di�erent speeds and are rep-resented by an automata aiming to maximize their frontalmovement. In the model by Shadshneider and owork-ers (see hapters of Burstedde et all. and Shadshneiderin [5℄), pedestrians move in�uened by a pheromone trail.In agent-based models [4℄ pedestrians are simulated asagents that seek to minimize their mental stress improvingtheir omfort while walking. This last model is the losestto ours in the sense that it is also agent based. However itis less foused on dynamis and more on stress and omfortof the agents, an issue partiular to their senario.Next we brie�y review features suh as lane formation,attrative and repulsive e�ets and make a omment on im-plementation issues of those models.Pedestrian �ow is more e�ient when pedestrians are or-ganized in lanes. Besides, lane formation does not arisefrom the pedestrian initial spatial on�guration but is a on-sequene of pedestrian interations. Pedestrian dynamisspae-time patterns appear due to the non-linear intera-tions among them. These interations are aused by model'sattrative and repulsive e�ets. Therefore these e�etsare important to pedestrian dynamis simulation. Attra-tive and repulsive e�ets are present in [2℄. Pedestrians areattrated to their destination, other pedestrians, or objets.They maintain a ertain distane from other pedestrians andobjets to avoid ollisions. This repulsive e�et dependson the pedestrian density and desired speed. The modelproposed in [4℄ has attrative and repulsive e�ets, repre-sented in the agent's objetive of minimizing the destination
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stress (D-stress), that is the mental stress pereived whenthe agent annot go through the shortest way to his destina-tion. Repulsive e�et is represented in the agent's objetiveof minimizing the pedestrian stress (P-stress), that is themental stress pereived by the agent from others pedestrianswhile walking. The model proposed by Adler and Blue rep-resents in the CA rules only attrative e�ets, but no repul-sive e�et is simulated. The CA model from Shadshneiderand oworkers represents in the dynami �oor �eld and inthe stati �oor �eld attrative e�ets, however no repulsivee�et is modeled.Regarding performane, in ontinuous models, eah pe-destrian must be ompared with all others in order to per-form the attrative and repulsive fores alulation, repre-senting a large e�ort. In CA models, as they are disrete intime, spae, and state variables, plus pedestrian interationsonly our in the loal neighborhood, this makes them goodfor high performane omputer simulations suh as evau-ations of stadiums with thousands of pedestrians. In themodel by Osaragi, eah agent annot be too omplex, be-ause if it takes too muh time to deliberate. Thus, in asimulation with hundreds or thousands of pedestrians thesimulation time would be exessively long.
3. MODEL DEFINITION AND DYNAMICSOur model is based on a CA but represents di�erent pe-destrian harateristis. Several underlying onepts are:Preferenes Matrix, Floor Field, Sensitivity Coe�ients, Speed,Hindrane Coe�ient, Transition Probabilities and CollisionResolution.Eah pedestrian Ω has a preferene matrix MΩ whihrepresents the pedestrian probability of movement in alldiretions: {MΩ
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MΩ
i,j represents pedestrian probability of remaining in hisurrent position. The preferenes matrix may be alulated,for example, by a route seletion algorithm.Attrative and repulsive e�ets are important to repro-due self-organized olletive e�ets in pedestrian dynamis.We avoid expliitly modeling attrative long ranged intera-tions. Instead, we use the �oor �eld onept. Through thedynami, stati and repulsion �oor �elds, we an simulatepedestrian interations and attrative geometry e�ets in asimple and uni�ed way.The dynami �oor �eld represents the virtual path re-ated by pedestrians while they walk. It models the longranged attrative interation among pedestrians. The dy-nami �eld (Dij = 0) is zero for all ells (i, j) in the grid atthe initial time (t = 0). Whenever a pedestrian moves fromone ell (i, j) to one of the neighboring ells, the dynami�oor �eld at ell (i, j) is inreased by one: Dij = Dij + 1.Besides, the dynami �oor �eld is time dependent. It hasdi�usion parameter α ∈ [0, 1] and deay parameter δ ∈ [0, 1].The stati �eld models spae regions that have a higherattrative e�et, suh as exit doors. It does not hange overtime, even with pedestrian movement.The values for the stati �oor �eld Si,j used in this paperare alulated as in [3℄. The stati �eld has the maximumvalue at the door ells. It dereases with distane and iszero for the ell farthest away from the door.The expliit values of Si,j at ell (i, j) is Si,j = MD −

DISTi,j with MD being the maximum distane from anyell to a door and DISTi,j being the minimum distane fromell (i, j) to the nearest door.

A pedestrian feels unomfortable when s/he walks in astrange person's diretion. This repulsive e�et keeps a pe-destrian from getting too lose to another person. The origi-nal model from Shadshneider and oworkers does not takesuh repulsive e�ets into aount. The repulsion �eld isour ontribution to model the repulsive short ranged inter-ation among pedestrians. Eah pedestrian reates a indi-vidual repulsion �eld. The repulsion �eld has its maximumvalue at E1 and obeys the relation E1 > E2. The resultingrepulsion �eld at position Rij is the sum from all individ-uals repulsion �elds all over the grid and has the followingdomain: Rij ∈ [0,∞[.Eah individual in a rowd has a di�erent reation to longranged interations (dynami �oor �eld and stati �oor �eld)and short ranged interations (repulsive �oor �eld). Themodel represents eah pedestrian in a di�erent way usingsensitivity oe�ients. For eah �oor �eld, a sensitiv-ity oe�ient is reated: Ks ∈ [0,∞[ is a stati �oor �eldsensitivity oe�ient; Kd ∈ [0,∞[ is a dynami �oor �eldsensitivity oe�ient; and Kr ∈ [0,∞[ is a repulsion �eldsensitivity oe�ient.Through the sensitivity oe�ients, it is possible to modeldi�erent harateristis suh as herding behavior, knowledgeabout room geometry and obstale avoidane behavior. Forexample, a large Ks implies a motion toward the exit viathe shortest path. For dereasing Ks a pedestrian performsa random walk and just �nd the door by hane. This isimportant for simulations on a dark or smoke-�lled roomwhere pedestrians do not have full knowledge about the exitloation. The dynami �oor �eld oe�ient Kd ontrols theherding behavior. A large Kd implies a strong herding be-havior, suh as the one observed in the pani situation. Afull explanation about Ks and Kd may be found in [3℄. Therepulsion �eld oe�ient Kr ontrols the obstale avoidanebehavior. A large Kr implies a pedestrian strongly avoid-ane other pedestrians.Pedestrians an also have di�erent speeds. Di�erentlyfrom [1℄, the speed values and speed probability distribu-tion are based on real empiri observations about men's andwomen's speeds. We �rst generate a Gaussian distribution(mean 1.62 and 1.38 m/s and variane 0.22 and 0.17 for menand women respetively).During a pani situation, objets that usually hinder theway may be jumped. Chairs, auditorium seats, and otherminor objets are ommon examples. Other models do nottake this e�et in aount during pani simulations. Weintrodue a hindrane oe�ient Tij ∈ [0, 1] to representthe possibility of a pedestrian jumping over an obstale. Anobstale is fully not passable if Tij = 1. For dereasingvalues of Tij it is easier to jump the obstale.The transition probability Pij to (i, j) for the pedes-trian Ω depends on all other onepts presented. With thesefators we propose a modi�ed transition probability whihis di�erent for distint situations: normal (Equation 1) andunder pani (Equation 2). These formulas are modi�ationsof those proposed by Shadshneider and olleagues and in-lude the repulsion �eld exp(Kr · Rij) to represent the re-pulsive short ranged interation among pedestrians, and thehindrane oe�ient Tij for pani senarios.
Pij =

N · Mij · (1 − nij) · exp(Kd · Dij) · exp(Ks · Sij)

exp(Kr · Rij) (1)
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Pij =
N · Mij · (1 − nij) · exp(Kd · Dij) · exp(Ks · Sij) · (1 − Tij)

exp(Kr · Rij) (2)where N is the normalization fator to ensure that the sumover all the matrix ells is 1 (Pi

P

j Pij = 1).A ollision ours when two or more pedestrian hooseto move to the same ell. The on�it is solved aording tothe relative probabilities whih eah pedestrian hooses thetarget ell (i, j).
4. SIMULATIONSDue to lak of spae, here we do not show details of allsimulations performed (lane formation in a orridor, vari-able door size evauation simulation, room evauation, andauditorium evauation under pani). Instead, we onen-trate on the parameters employed and the results ahieved.Mostly, eah ell represents 40 x 40 cm2 and eah iterationstep is 1 seond.First, one experiment by Shadshneider and olleagueswas reprodued for the sake of veri�ation of the orretnessof our model. It is the evauation of a room of 25.2 m2 or
63X63 ells, with an exit of one ell in the middle of one wall.All 1116 pedestrians are initially distributed randomly andtry to leave the room. It was veri�ed that our results arelose to the ones found by Kirhner.Next, we have performed the simulation regarding laneformation on a orridor (30 X 15 ells) with 65 pedestrians(50% men and 50% women). The dynamial �oor �eld dif-fusion is α = 0.05 and the deay is δ = 0.15. With theseparameters, the dynamial �eld lasts longer and has littledi�usion. The repulsion �eld is: E1 = 0.6, E2 = 0.2. Allpedestrians have herding behavior (Kd = 1) and sensitivityto the repulsion �eld (Kr = 1). The kind of experiment anbe assessed from the qualitative point of view: our model isable to ahieve lane formation (Fig. 1) and pedestrian �owis more organized than a random pedestrian distribution.

Figure 1: Lane formationWe have then simulated the evauation of a room, 84.64
m2 or 23 X 23 ells, varying the door size from 1 to 21 ells.The parameters are α = 0.05, δ = 0.15, E1 = 0.6, and
E2 = 0.2. All 132 pedestrians (50% men and 50% women)are assumed to be in the optimal regime (they have a ombi-nation of knowledge about room geometry (Ks = 1.3) andherding behavior (Kd = 0.5) that minimizes the evaua-tion time). The repulsion �oor �eld sensitivity oe�ientis Kr = 1. We have measured the average pedestrian �ow,the evauation time, and the esape probability. The former

inreases with the door size (notie that this is not obvious:there are reports showing that pedestrian �ow dereases fordoor size greater than 1 and smaller than 4, when there areon�its near near the exit door).In the last experiment, we have simulated the evauationof an auditorium, 27 X 43 ells, in a pani senario. Theauditorium's hairs have hindrane oe�ient Ti,j = 0.9 andthe transition probability in pani senario is as desribedin Equation 2. At t = 0 there are 237 individuals (50% menand 50% women) distributed in the auditorium hairs. Indi-viduals are in the disordered regime after the announementof a need to evauate the auditorium quikly. Aording to[3℄, pedestrians in this regime are under pani and have astrong herding behavior (Ks = 0.8, Kd = 2 and Kr = 1).The dynamial �oor �eld di�usion is α = 0.05 and the deayis δ = 0.15. Pedestrian �ow inreases at a maximum neartime step 50 and begin to derease near time step 125.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKIn ontinuous and ellular automata models all pedestri-ans are modeled uniformly, disregarding pedestrian di�er-enes. Di�erently from these, we proposed an agent-basedmodel that represents di�erent pedestrian harateristis:gender, speed, room geometry knowledge, herding behav-ior, and obstale avoidane behavior. The motivation to useagent-based approahes is to ahieve more realisti resultsthan those from ellular automata and ontinuous modelswhere the pedestrians are uniformly modeled. Our resultsindiate that when the pedestrian population is heteroge-neous, the marosopi behavior is di�erent from a uni-formly modeled population of pedestrians. Analysis indiatethat pedestrian groups with di�erent features (suh as thegroup in the optimal regime and the group in the normalregime) have di�erent esape probabilities and ontributein di�erent ways to the marosopi behavior. For futurework, we intend to perform simulations with more than twopedestrian groups to investigate how the pedestrian dynam-is behavior is a�eted by mixed lasses of pedestrian.
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